REEFER-GALLER®
OLD FASHIONED
Lavender Scented
Moth Sachettes

Kills Clothes Moths and Carpet Beetles
and Their Eggs and Larvae. When Used in Air-Tight
Containers. This product can treat up to 37.5 cu. ft.
Each sachette bag can treat up to 6.3 cu. ft.

Lavender Scent!

6
Individual Moth Sachette Bags

PROTECTS CLOTHING
WITH INVISIBLE
PENETRATING VAPOR

Use Reefer-Galler Moth
Sachettes For:

- Delicate Woolens
- Baby Clothing
- Cashmeres
- Coat Pockets or
Stored Clothing
- Blankets
- Piano Felts...
Hang bags above felts

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
WARNING
See back panel for additional precautionary statements.

Contains: 6 – 2 oz. Sachettes, Total Net Wt. 12 oz. (340 g)
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Use Restrictions: Each sachette bag can treat up to 6.3 cubic feet. Kills clothes moths and carpet beetles and their eggs and larvae in clean, airtight containers, such as chests, drawers, trunks, and garment bags. Do not use dry cleaning bags, garbage bags, or other containers that allow vapors to escape into occupied rooms. This product can damage some plastics, use only in polyethylene or polypropylene containers. Perchlorofluorocarbon should not be mixed or placed in contact with other moth preventive chemicals.

Pre-Application Directions: Before storing, dry clean, wash or brush articles to be protected. Prevents moth infestation regardless of fabric type.

Application Directions: Calculate the volume to be treated in cubic feet by multiplying the height by the width, and depth of the space. One sachette can treat up to 6.3 cubic feet of storage space. Examples of the amount of product required for proper treatment are listed below:

2 sachettes  Average Garment Bag (12 cu. ft.)
3 sachettes  Large Trunk (15 cu. ft.)

The proper treatment of larger volumes may require the use of additional containers of REEFER-GALLER® OLD FASHIONED Moth Sachettes. To ensure protection of your clothes, use the recommended amount of REEFER-GALLER® OLD FASHIONED Moth Sachettes. Leave crystals in bags and place on top of articles in chests, drawers, trunks, garment bags and other closed storage receptacles. The vapors work downward killing all forms of moth life. Keep product in airtight space for a minimum of 7 days. When crystals have dissipated replace with new sachette bag. Odor quickly vanishes when articles are aired.

Retreatment: Since moths are active all year, replenish airtight containers 2 times a year or when product has dissipated.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in the original container in a dry place inaccessible to children and pets.

DISPOSAL: If empty: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals

WARNING: Causes substantial but temporary eye injury. Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through the skin. Causes eye, skin, and respiratory tract irritation. Avoid breathing dust or vapors. Wear safety glasses. Do not get in eyes, skin and clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.

NOTICE: This product contains a chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer.

FIRST AID

If swallowed
- Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
- Have person drink several glasses of water.
- Do not induce vomiting.
- Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

If in eyes
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
- Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If on skin or clothing
- Take off contaminated clothing.
- Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If inhaled
- Move person to fresh air.
- If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth if possible.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

HOT LINE NUMBER

Have the container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact the National Pesticide Information Center (NPIC) at 1-800-858-7378 for emergency medical treatment information.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN

Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARD: Combustible. Do not use or store near heat or open flame.

EPA Reg. No. 1475-144
EPA Est. No. 1475-M0-1